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The Communicative (or Functional) Approach

In Western Europe, and particularly in Great

Britain., there has been an extreme swing from form to

function in second language teaching, under the

influence of Neo-Firthian linguists--Halliday in

particular-- and several sociolinguists. This

extreme swing is apparently in reaction to a distortion,

of structural teaching that ignored communication. The

movement, which we shall call the Communicative (or

Functional) Approach (it has also been called Notional

and Notional-Functional) , is not directly concerned

with how to teach but rather with the content of

instruction, in terms of the elaboration of syllabuses.

For that reason, it is correct to call it an "approach*'

instead of a "method."

An analysis of communication is fundamental to

this approach. A basic distinction is the difference

made by Austin [1962 1 between the locutionary  force or

conceptual meaning of an utterance (e.g., "It's  getting

late"  as a simple reference to lateness) and its



lilocutionary  f o r c e  or filnctlonai  mesninq  (e.g.,  “ I t ’ s

getting late” as a suggestion to go none). 'me

emphasis of the Communicative Approach is on illocu-

tionary or functional. meanings.

The unit of analysis in the Communicative Approach

is not the sentence but the communicative act (also

called "language act," "speech, act," or "transaction")

in the context of discourse or of a text. Communicative

acts use groups of expressions for agreeing, disagreeing,

praising, complaining, promising, apologizing, etc.

There is no one-to-one correspondence be-tween form and

function. The communicative act of ordering, for

example > can be realized by many different forms;

ccnvcrsely, a command form can convey not only an order

but also an ir,vitation, advice, an instruction, a

prayer, and so forth. Within a given speech situation,

moreover, several communicative acts can take place;

thus, at the railroad station one may not only buy a

ticket but also ccmplain,  invite, argue, suggest, deny,

express fear or anger, etc.

(Hamme:rly,  1982 : 257-258)
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